
Stranded in an Island 
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Once upon a time there lived four D.C super heroes named Batman, Superman, Wonder 

woman, and Flash. Batman could fly, Wonder woman could teleport, Superman is very strong, and flash 

was fast. One day when everyone was watching TV, the phone rang. It was someone calling to report 

that the white house is on fire. Batman, Superman, Wonder woman, and flash changed into their super 

hero   clothes. When they were done changing, they got into their ships and went to the white house. 

Once they got there, they used the hose pipe to put out the fire.  As Superman and Wonder woman 

were busy putting out the fire, Batman and flash flew into the white house and got the president and 

everyone that was inside out before the white house blew up.      

 Once the white house blew up, there was a guy with a remote. The super heroes knew that guy. 

His name was Scarecrow. Scarecrow did not just have any regular remote. The remote can zap someone 

and transport them to a stranded island. Scarecrow zapped the D.C superheroes and they found 

themselves on an island. They were very mad that they failed their mission. When they looked around, 

the sky was blue. They heard a sound of someone screaming for help. The superheroes ran toward the 

screaming voice knowing that they can’t afford to fail this other mission again. When they found the guy 

that was screaming, they asked him what the problem was and the guy said that he was screaming 

because his shower water was very cold. Wonder woman thought it was funny that they had to go to 

the middle of the island for no reason.         

 When the guy was done showering, he invited the super heroes in for dinner. They sat down at 

the table and Batman asked him how he got to the stranded island. The guy told him that Scarecrow 

zapped him to the island. He told them that he has been stranded on the island for twenty years. He said 

that he was fighting with scarecrow then he took out his remote out of his pocket and zapped him  
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before he got a chance to escape. When the super heroes and the guy were done eating, the 

superheroes decided to build their own house. Batman flew in the air as he told the rest of the super 

heroes what to do.            

 At dinner time, the super heroes got some coconuts to eat. Batman had something in his pocket 

that looked like a microwave. The coolest thing is that if you microwave a paper, it will turn into an egg. 

If you put in anything in that microwave, it will turn into some kind of food. They were all happy because 

they won’t starve anymore. When they were all done with dinner, they decided to go to the other side 

of the island to learn everything about the island and its mountains. When they got there, they saw a lot 

of cool things that were growing. There were cool fungus growing on tree branches and so many 

beautiful flowers growing on the ground.        

 As they went further, they saw something shining. They walked faster to find out what it was. 

When they got there, they saw a treasure box that had so many gold coins, one million dollars, and 

football jerseys.  They shared all the things they found and they were so happy only to realize that they 

were on a stranded island were that money and gold coins did not mean nothing. They decided to go 

back to the other side of the island where they had built their house.     

 When they got to their new house, they decided to build a rocket so they can fly away and out 

of the stranded island. They finished building the rocket in two days then they all got in. They also 

offered to give a ride to the guy who was now their friend.  As the rocket flew a few miters in the air, it 

started making some loud noises then it blew up in the air. All the super heroes flew out to the ground. 

They were all happy that they did not get hurt but they were disappointed that their plan did not work. 

 Since it was getting late, they decided to sleep on the island one more night then they can try 



another plan the next day. As they were sleeping in the middle of the night, they heard a rambling noise. 

When they came out to find out what it was, they could not see anything because it was too dark. 
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Before they realized, a supper huge rock was rolling towards them. They could not duck because they 

were not seeing the huge rock coming towards them. The rock crushed on them and killed them all.  

Scarecrow was so happy because he knew that he was better and tougher than all of them. Now he can 

just destroy everything and everyone without worrying about the super heroes interfering with him.      


